KABLOONA
out glasses against the blinding snow of spring, he ran after me
to press a pair upon me. When I came in from a long trek frost-
bitten and hardly able to brew myself a pot of tea, he looked
after me. And I, instead of thanking him for the tea I was
drinking, would think of those pies he baked, and sit inwardly
filming.
I hate prunes. They always give you prunes in hospital. As
a child, when I had to be punished, prunes were my punish-
ment. Now that I was forty years old, I saw no reason why I
should go on being punished. I was not in hospital: why should
I go on eating prunes? Gibson never baked any pies but prune
pies. As delicately as I could, and then as firmly as I could, I
let him know that there was nothing I loved so much in the
world as an apple pie. Do you think that could change him?
Each time that he came back from the Store with materials for
his pies, I would ask casually:
'What's it going to be?'
'Prunes/ he would say; and then, fearful of an outburst, he
would mumble his little joke in a low voice, as if to himself:
"The humble prune.9
I could have murdered him! When for the third time he had
pronounced those words, 'The humble prune!9 with that smile
which said the Arctic might sink into the sea and still it would
be prunes, my eyes went straight to the axe that stood in a
corner of the room. TU crack his skull with that axe/ I said to
myself grinding my teeth. 'And if he is still alive when I bend
over him, I'll look him in the eye and say to him., "The humble
prune!" '
A day or two would pass, the detestation would die down, and
then it would flare up again. 'Look at him,51 would mutter to
myself 'He's getting fat. He wasn't like that when I arrived.
I ought to tell him about it. He's turning into a domesticated
animal, a fireside cat. His skin is sagging. His eye is dead. His
movements are lumbering and sluggish. He's developing a
paunch. It's stuffed with eggs and potatoes, potatoes and eggs.
And those gestures! The way he sits down to peel his spuds.
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